Organic Planet Organic Noodles are made in China, the result of a Japanese-Chinese partnership using traditional Japanese noodle production techniques and certified organic, heirloom grains grown on the vast plains of Inner Mongolia, in remote areas far away from any polluting population centers or heavy industry.

The Japanese partner company built its own mill on site at the pasta factory north of Beijing using the latest milling equipment. Their master millers trained the Chinese staff how to grind our own flour to order for each run to guarantee freshness. Organic Planet Organic Asian-Style Noodles are made using the traditional roll and cut process, not extruded like almost all other modern Asian pasta.

Over twenty years' experience in artisanal organic pasta-making produces the finest Asian-style noodles in the world.

Certified Organic by Quality Assurance International

Non-GMO Verified by The Non-GMO Project

Imported by Great Eastern Sun Asheville, NC 28806

Contact Leila Bakkum 828.301.0090